
Would vs Used To

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

She was not __________ crying, and she held them from falling, with a
proud restraint.
1.

I never thought you __________ come.2.

He was not __________ having anybody asking after his health, or
interested in him in any way.
3.

I've tried to get __________ the fact that you can teleport.4.

Somehow, though, it isn't as exciting as it __________ be.5.

He was not __________ playing games with the human creature's destiny.6.

Come, my girl, you needn't cry; I did not mean to suspect you; but I'm so
__________ being on my guard.
7.

That's how you get __________ the martyrdom of others.8.

But I'm not __________ have so much by me, and there are always tramps
going round.
9.

And then there was the journey, the heat in the city, the grateful sight of
the Deerfield, the splendid morning, the old barn, the watering-trough, the
view from the hill everything just as it __________ be.

10.

You're so __________ the glare your eyes are not good for seeing what I
mean.
11.

She was not __________ feeling shy, but then she had never seen so
many strangers before.
12.

He needs time to get __________ the idea of being a millionaire.13.

He glanced round the orderly-room and nodded with satisfaction as he
noted that everything was as it __________ be.
14.
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Although caves continued to be __________ some extent for dwellings,
they were not characteristic of the civilization of the times.
15.

She __________n't take one of them.16.

Yet when they found a table and he drew out a chair for her, he could tell
from the manner in which she lowered herself into it that she was not
__________ being seated.

17.

I __________ not have you think that.18.

What __________ you say to him then?19.

We're so __________ excitement that we have to go fishing for it if none
comes our way.
20.
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